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Derivative formulae for heat semigroups are used to give gradient estimates for
harmonic functions on regular domains in Riemannian manifolds. This probabilistic
method provides an alternative to coupling techniques, as introduced by Cranston,
and allows us to improve some known estimates. We discuss two slightly different
ways to exploit derivative formulae where each one should be interesting by itself.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension d. Consider the
operator L= 12 (2+Z) for some C
1-vector field Z. Choose smooth vector
fields A1 , ..., Am (md ) and a C 1-vector field A0 such that
L= 12 :
m
i=1
A2i +A0 . (1.1)
Let A # 1(RmTM ) be determined by A( } ) ei=Ai where (e1 , ..., em) is an
orthonormal basis for Rm. We consider the Stratonovich stochastic dif-
ferential equation
dX=A(X ) b dB+A0(X) dt (1.2)
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where B is Brownian motion on Rm. There is a (partial) flow Xt( } )
associated to (1.2) such that Xt(x), 0t<‘(x), is the maximal solution to
(1.2) with starting point X0(x)=x, defined up to the explosion time ‘(x).
Let Vt=Vt(v)=(TxXt) v denote the derivative process to Xt( } ) at x in the
direction v # TxM, see [7]; here TxXt : TxM  TXt(x)M is the differential
of Xt( } ) at x. Note that solutions to (1.2) are diffusions on M with gener-
ator L.
Let (Pt u)(x)=E[u(Xt(x)) 1[t<‘(x)]] be the minimal semigroup to (1.2)
acting on bounded measurable functions u : M  R. For x # M, consider
the Cameron-Martin space H(R+ , TxM) of absolutely continuous paths
# : R+  TxM such that |#* | # L2(dt). Finally, for x # M, let Fr(X )=
_[Xs(x) : 0sr] be the filtration generated by the solution Xv(x) start-
ing from x.
The following theorem is taken from [10] and gives a derivative for-
mula, extending earlier formulae by Elworthy-Li [4]. All these results are
centered around Bismut’s integration by parts formula [1].
Theorem 1.1. [10] Let u : M  R be bounded measurable, x # M and
v # TxM. Then, for any bounded Fv(x)-adapted process h with sample paths
in H(R+ , Tx M ) such that ({D 7 t0 |h4 (s)|
2 ds)12 # L1, and the property that
h(0)=0, h(s)=v for all s{D 7 t, the following formula holds:
({Pt u, v)=E _u(Xt(x)) 1[t<‘(x)] |
{D 7 t
0
( (TxXs) h4 (s), A(Xs(x)) dBs)& .
(1.3)
Here {D is the first exit time of X(x) from some open neighbourhood D
of x such that
KZ=sup[&Ric(w, w)+({wZ, w) : y # D, w # Ty M, |w|=1] (1.4)
is finite, and &TxXr& 1[r{D] # L
1 for each r. Both assumptions on D are
satisfied, for instance, if D is relatively compact.
Note that in formula (1.3) the Brownian motion B may live on some
high-dimensional Rm; it is known [5] how to reduce the dimension of the
Brownian motion to the dimension of the manifold by filtering out redun-
dant noise.
Let { be an Fv(x)-stopping time such that |(TxXr) v| 1[r{] # L1 for
each r. Define a TM-valued process W(v) along X(x) by
Wr(v)=EFr(x)[(TxXr) v1[r{]]#0, r EFr(x)&10, r[(TxXr) v1[1{]]
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where 0, r : TxM  TXr(x)M denotes parallel transport along X(x). Then
W=W(v) satisfies the covariant equation
{
D
r
Wr=&
1
2
(Ric(Wr , } )*&{Wr Z) (1.5)
W0=v
along X(x) for r{. Note that, without loss of generality, we may assume
that the Levi-Civita connection on M coincides with the Le Jan-Watanabe
connection associated to (1.2), see [5]. Further, let
B r=|
r
0
&10, s A(Xs(x)) dBs (1.6)
be the martingale part of the stochastic anti-development of X(x); then B
is a Brownian motion on TxM, stopped at the lifetime ‘(x) of X(x); by
definition, A(Xs(x)) dBs=0, sdB s .
Using these notions and given the situation of Theorem 1.1, we have the
following analogue to formula (1.3), see [10],
({Pt u, v) =E _u(Xt(x)) 1[t<‘(x)] |
{D 7 t
0
(Ws(h4 (s)), 0, sdB s)& , (1.7)
where the process h is as in Theorem 1.1, and D is allowed to be any open
neighbourhood D of x such that KZ<. Note that |Wr(v)||v| eKZr2 for
r{D , as a consequence of the covariant equation (1.5). If KZ is finite for
D=M, and ‘(x)=, a.s., then formula (1.7) holds with {D #.
For further reference we adopt the above formulae to the case of
L-harmonic functions on regular domains. By a regular domain we mean
a connected relatively compact subset of M with nonempty smooth boundary.
Theorem 1.2. [10] Let D/M be a regular open domain, u # C(D )
L-harmonic on D, further x # D and v # TxM. Then, for any bounded
Fv(x)-adapted process h with sample paths in H(R+ , TxM ) such that
({D0 |h4 (s)|
2 ds)12 # L1+= for some =>0, and the property that h(0)=0,
h(s)=v for all s{D , the following formulae hold:
({u(x), v) =E _(u(X{D(x)) |
{D
0
( (TxXs) h4 (s), A(Xs(x)) dBs)& , (1.8)
and
({u(x), v) =E _(u(X{D(x)) |
{D
0
(Ws(h4 (s)), 0, s dB s)& . (1.9)
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The purpose of this paper is to extract gradient estimates for harmonic
functions from formula (1.9). Explicit estimates require a proper choice of
the process h which turns out to be the main difficulty.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we use a conformal
change of the metric to achieve infinite lifetime of the relevant diffusions
on D. The process h in the formulae above can then be chosen deterministi-
cally. Section 2 provides the necessary calculations in the new metric. In
Section 4 we work directly with (1.9) and construct h via an explicit time
change. Although both approaches to gradient estimates are quite similar
in nature, the results are not completely comparable. In Section 5 we give
explicit local gradient estimates for harmonic functions. Finally, in
Section 6, we apply our method to estimate the derivative of heat semi-
groups.
2. CONFORMAL CHANGE OF THE METRIC
Let D/M be a regular open domain with KZ as in (1.4); note that D
is bounded by definition. Next, for f # C2(D ) with f | D=0 and f >0 in D,
let L$= f 2L. We consider the Riemannian metric on D : ( , )$= f &2( , ).
It is easy to see that
{$g= f 2 {g, div$ U=div U&d } f &1Uf, g # C1(D), U # X(D). (2.1)
Here X(D) denotes the set of smooth vector fields on D. Then
2$=div$ {$= f 2 2&(d&2) f({ f, { } ) ,
(2.2)
L$= 12(2$+ f
2Z+(d&2) f({ f, { } ) ).
Proposition 2.1. For U # X(D) let U$= fU. We have
Ric$(U$, U$) f 2 Ric(U, U )+ f 2f &(d+1) |{ f | 2
+(d&2)(Uf )2+(d&2) f Hessf (U, U ). (2.3)
Proof. Let (U1 , ..., Ud) be a local frame normal at x. Let s=(s1 , ..., sd)
denote normal coordinates around x given by s=expx b @ where @=
(U1 , ..., Ud)|x is viewed as isometry from Rd to TxM. It suffices to verify
(2.3) for U # Tx D with |U |=1. First, there exists a unit vector a # Rd such
that U=di=1 aiUi (x). Define a function g locally at x by g b s=
d
i=1 aisi .
Then
{g(x)=U, ({Ui {g, Ui)(x)=
2
s2i
g(x)=0. (2.4)
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By the Weitzenbo ck formula, we have
Ric$({$g, {$g)= 12 2$ |{$g|$
2&({$g, {$2$g)$&&Hess$g&$2. (2.5)
Specifically at x,
Ric$(U$, U$)= f &2 Ric$({$g, {$g)
= 12 f
&2 2$ |{$g|$2& f &2({$g, {$2$g)$
& f &2 :
d
i=1
({$U$i {$g, U$i)$
2. (2.6)
Taking into account that |{$g|$= f |{g|, 2g(x)=0, { |{g|(x)=0 and
|{g|(x)=1, we get at the point x:
f &2 2$ |{$g|$2=2( f 2 |{g| 2)&(d&2) f &1({ f, { f 2 |{g| 2)
= f 2 2 |{g| 2+2f 2f +2(3&d ) |{f | 2, (2.7)
f &2({$g, {$2$g)$=({g, {[ f 2 2g&(d&2) f({ f, {g)])
= f 2({g, { 2g)&(d&2)(Uf )2
&(d&2) f Hessf (U, U ), (2.8)
f &2 :
d
i=1
({$U$i {$g, U$i)$
2= f &2 :
d
i=1
({$Ui ( f
2 {g), Ui) 2
=4 :
d
i=1
(Ui f )2 (Ui g)24 |{f | 2. (2.9)
Combining Eqs. (2.6)(2.9), and by using Weitzenbo ck’s formula once
again, we obtain (2.3). K
Corollary 2.2. Let Z = f 2Z+(d&2) f {f. For any U # TD with |U |=1,
we have
&Ric$(U$, U$)+({$U$Z , U$)$
 f 2[&Ric(U, U )+({UZ, U)]+3 |{ f | 2+ f |{ f | |Z|& f 2f.
(2.10)
Proof. Extend U # TD to a vector field on D. Note that for vector fields
U, V one has
({U V, U)= 12 V |U |
2+(U, [U, V]).
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Thus, we get
I :=({$U$( f 2Z+(d&2) f { f ), U$)$
= 12 ( f
2Z+(d&2) f { f ) |U | 2+(U$, [U$, f 2Z+(d&2) f { f ])$
= 12 ( f
2Z+(d&2) f { f ) |U | 2
+(U, [U, f 2Z+(d&2) f { f ])&( fZ+(d&2) { f ) f
=({U ( f 2Z+(d&2) f { f ), U) & fZf &(d&2) |{f | 2
= f 2({UZ, U) +2 f (Uf )(Z, U)
& fZf +(d&2)[(Uf )2+ f Hessf (U, U )&|{ f | 2].
Let Z0=Z&(Z, U) U, then |(Z, U) U&Z0 |=|Z|, and
2 f (Uf )(Z, U)& fZf = f ((Z, U) U&Z0) f  f |{ f | |Z|.
Therefore
I f 2({UZ, U)+ f |{ f | |Z|+(d&2)[(Uf )2+ f Hessf (U, U )&|{ f | 2].
Combining this and (2.3), we get the estimate (2.10). K
By (2.2), we have 2L$=2$+Z . Hence, any L$-diffusion process is a
Brownian motion with drift on the Riemannian manifold (D, ( , )$). The
following result says that the lifetime of such diffusions is infinite.
Proposition 2.3. Let X be an L$-diffusion process on a regular open
domain D with X0=x # D and lifetime {=inf[t0: Xt # D]. Then {=,
a.s.
Proof. For n1, let {n=inf[t0: f (Xt)1n]. For x # D, choose
n01 such that f (x)1n0 . Note that L$f &1=&Lf + f &1 |{f | 2cf &1
for some constant c. Then
E f &1(Xt 7 {n) f
&1(x) ect, t0, nn0 .
But E f &1(Xt 7 {n)nP[{n<t], hence
P[{n<t]n&1f &1(x) ect.
So P[{<t]=0, t0. This proves the proposition. K
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3. GRADIENT ESTIMATES (FIRST METHOD)
Let D/M be an open regular domain. As above, let f # C2(D ) with
f | D=0 and f >0 in D. Rewrite L$= f 2L as L$= 12 
l
i=1 A
2
i +A0 for some
Ai # X(D) and a C 1-vector field A0 . Consider the equation
dXt=A(Xt) b dBt+A0(Xt) dt (3.1)
where B is a Brownian motion on Rl and A( } ) ei=Ai as in Section 1. Then
solutions to (3.1) are L$-diffusion processes. Thus, from Theorem 1.1, (1.7)
and (2.10), we derive the following special case where h is nonrandom.
Corollary 3.1. Let (P$tu)(x)=E[u(Xt(x))] be the semigroup to L$.
For any bounded measurable function u on D and h # H([0, t], R) with
h(0)=0, h(t)=1, we have
({$P$t u, v)$=E _u(Xt(x)) |
t
0
(h4 (s) Ws(v), 0, s dB s)$& ,
x # D, v # TxD. (3.2)
Here B is a Brownian motion on TxM. Note that 0, s corresponds to
parallel transport on D along Xv(x) with respect to the new metric ( , )$.
According to (1.5), since L$= 12 (2$+Z ), the process Wr(v) solves the
following covariant equation along Xr(x):
D
r
Wr(v)=&
1
2
(Ric$(Wr(v), } )*&{$Wr(v) Z ), W0(v)=v.
Now, with the help of (3.2), we are ready to turn to gradient estimates
for L-harmonic functions.
Theorem 3.2. Let D/M be an open regular domain. For some
f # C2(D ) with f | D=0 and f>0 in D, let
c( f )=sup
D
[ f 2KZ+3 |{ f | 2+ f |{f | |Z|& f 2f ]. (3.3)
If u is a bounded positive L-harmonic function on D, then
|{u(x)|
1
f (x)
- c( f ) u(x) &u&D , (3.4)
|{u(x)|
&u&D
f (x) 
c( f )
2?
inf
r>0
r
1&e&r
22
. (3.5)
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Proof. It is easy to see that c( f )0. For any =>0, let c= c( f )+=. For
v # TxD, we have |Ws(v)|$|v|$ ec=s2. Take
h(s)=
c= $
1&e&c=$t |
s
0
e&c= $r dr, s # [0, t], $>
1
2
,
then Rt=t0 (h4 (s) Ws(v), 0, s dB s)$ is an L
2-martingale. Noting that
P$t u#u, t0, we obtain from Corollary 3.1
|{u(x)|= f &1(x) |{$u(x)|$ f &1(x)(P$tu2(x))12 (ER2t )
12, t0, (3.6)
for some |v|$1. Thus, in explicit terms,
ER2t =|
t
0
ec=sh4 (s)2 ds=|
t
0
c2= $
2
(1&e&c=$t)2
e(1&2$) c=s ds,
and therefore,
ER2t =
c= $2(1&e&c=(2$&1) t)
(2$&1)(1&e&c= $t)2
. (3.7)
By this and (3.6), letting t  , we obtain
|{u| f &1 - u &u&D c= inf
$>12
$
- 2$&1
= f &1 - u&u&D c= .
This proves (3.4) by letting =  0.
Next, for the proof of (3.5), let
bt=|
t
0
1
|Ws(v) h4 (s)|$
(Ws(v) h4 (s), 0, s dB s)$. (3.8)
Note that Ws(v){0, a.s., and h4 >0 by definition. Since [bt , bt]=t for
the quadratic variation, (3.8) defines a Brownian motion, consequently
E |bt |=- 2t?. By Corollary 3.1 we obtain
|{u| f &1 &u&D - 2? c= inf
$>12, t>0
sup
s # [0, t]
- t $ec=($&12) s
1&e&c= $t
.
Now, (3.5) follows from the choice $  12 and =  0. K
Theorem 3.2 provides general formulae for gradient estimates of har-
monic functions on regular domains. For each f, there is an upper bound.
In Section 5, we give examples for the choice of f.
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4. GRADIENT ESTIMATES (SECOND METHOD)
Now we are going to introduce a slightly different approach to gradient
estimates for L-harmonic functions. Let f and D be as in Section 3, and
L= 12 (2+Z). We represent L according to (1.1) and construct L-diffusions
by solving the SDE (1.2). We may restrict ourselves to L-diffusions on D
with lifetime {D (exit time from D). For x # D, consider the strictly increasing
process
T(t)=|
t
0
f &2(Xs(x)) ds, t{D ,
and
{(t)=inf[s0: T(s)t].
Obviously T({(t))=t since {D<, and {(T(t))=t for t{D . Note that,
since X is a diffusion with generator L, the time-changed diffusion X$t=
X{(t) has generator L$= f 2L. In particular, the lifetime T({D) of X$ is
infinite by Proposition 2.3.
Let u # C(D ) be L-harmonic on D. In this section, we work directly with
formula (l.9). To this end, fix t>0 and let
h0(s)=|
s
0
f &2(Xr(x)) 1[r<{(t)] dr, s0.
Then, for s{(t),
h0(s)=h0({(t))=|
{(t)
0
f &2(Xr(x)) dr=t.
Next, let h1 # C1([0, t], R) with h1(0)=0, h1(t)=t. Take h(s)=t&1v
(h1 b h0)(s) where v is a tangent vector in Tx M. Then h is an adapted bounded
process with h(0)=0, h(s)=v for s{(t). Thus, according to Theorem 1.2,
({u(x), v)
=
1
t
E _u(X{D(x)) |
{(t)
0
(h4 1 b h0)(s)( f &2(Xs(x)) TxXsv, A(Xs(x)) dBs)&
=
1
t
E _u(X{D(x)) |
{(t)
0
(h4 1 b h0)(s)( f &2(Xs(x)) Ws(v), 0, s dB s)& . (4.1)
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It remains to show that ({(t)0 |h4 (s)|
2 ds)12 # L1+= for some =>0. For
instance, we may take ==1. Obviously, with c1=sup[0, t] |h4 1 | 2, we have
|
{(t)
0
|h4 (s)| 2 dsc1 |v| 2
1
t2 |
{(t)
0
f &4(Xs(x)) ds
=c1 |v| 2
1
t2 |
{(t)
0
f &2(Xs(x)) dT(s)
=c1 |v| 2
1
t2 |
t
0
f &2(X{(s)(x)) ds.
On the other hand, we know that df &2(X{(s))=df &2(X$s) and
L$f &2= f 2Lf &2= f 2(3 f &4 |{f | 2&2 f &3Lf )c2 f &2 (4.2)
with a constant c2>0. Let _n=inf[t0: f &2(X$t)n], by Ito^’s formula
and Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain
E f &2(X$s 7 _n) f
&2(x) ec2s
for f &2(x)<n. Hence, by Fatou’s lemma,
E f &2(X$s)=E lim
n  
f &2(X$s 7 _n) 
n  
E f &2(X$s7 _n) f
&2(x) ec2s,
and consequently, E[{(t)0 f
&4(Xs) ds]=E[t0 f
&2(X{(s)) ds]<.
From Eq. (4.1) we obtain the following result, similar to estimate (3.4)
in Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 4.1. Let D/M be a regular open domain. Given f as above, let
c1( f )=sup
D
[ f 2K +Z +3 |{f | 2& f (2+Z) f ]. (4.2)
For any bounded positive L-harmonic function u on D, we have
|{u|
1
f
- u &u&D c1( f ). (4.3)
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we may assume c1( f )>0;
otherwise we add =>0 and take the limit as =  0 at the end.
Let |v|=1 and Rs=s0 (h4 1 b h0)(s)( f
&2(Xr(x)) Wr(v), 0, r dB r) , s{(t).
Note that |Ws(v)|eKZs2. From this we conclude
dR2s 2Rs dRs+(h4 1 b h0)
2 (s) f &4(Xs) eKZs ds, s{(t).
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Recall that h0({(s))=s 7 t, thus we obtain
ER2{(t)E |
{(t)
0
(h4 1 b h0)2 (s) f &4(Xs) eKZs ds=|
t
0
h4 1(s)2 E f &2(X$s) eKZ{(s) ds.
Note that d{(s)= f 2(X$s) ds, so by (4.2) we get
d[ f &2(X$s) eKZ{(s)]
=dMs+KZ eKZ {(s) ds+(3 |{ f | 2&2fLf ) eKZ{(s)f &2(X$s) ds
dMs+c1( f ) eKZ{(s)f &2(X$s) ds (4.4)
for some local martingale Ms . Consequently, by the argument right before
this theorem,
E f &2(X{(s)) eKZ{(s) f &2(x) ec1( f ) s.
Now, taking
h1(s)=
tc1( f )
1&e&c1( f ) t |
s
0
e&c1( f ) r dr,
we obtain
ER2{(t)
t2c1( f )2
f (x)2 (1&e&c1( f ) t)2 |
t
0
e&c1( f ) s ds=
t2c1( f )
f (x)2 (1&e&c1( f ) t)
.
The last estimate together with (4.1) gives
|{u|
1
t
- u &u&D ER2{(t) 
- u &u&D c1( f )
f - 1&e&c1( f ) t
.
The desired result follows by letting t  . K
5. EXPLICIT UPPER BOUNDS
In this section we put the general estimates of Theorem 3.2 and
Theorem 4.1 in concrete form by giving examples for appropriate functions
f and calculating the corresponding upper bounds.
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Corollary 5.1. Let D/M be a regular open domain, L= 12(2+Z) for
some C1-vector field Z on M. Let b=&Z&D :=supD |Z|. For x # D, let
$x=\(x, D) where \ denotes the Riemannian distance. Further, let
C(r)=- ?2(d+3) r&2+2?(b+- K +0 (d&1)) r&1+4K +Z . (5.1)
For a bounded positive L-harmonic function u on D, we have
|{u(x)|
1
2
- u(x) &u&D C($x), (5.2)
|{u(x)|&u&D
1
2 - 2?
C($x) inf
r>0
r
1&e&r
22
. (5.3)
If D=M and M noncompact without boundary, then
|{u|- u &u& K +Z , (5.4)
|{u|
&u&
- 2?
- K +Z inf
r>0
r
1&e&r
22
. (5.5)
Proof. (1) We fix x # D and let $ x=$x 7 @x where @x=\(x, cut(x)).
Further, let B=B(x, $ x) denote the open ball about x of radius $ x . Then,
Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 hold with D replaced by B. Take
f ( p)=cos(?\(x, p)(2$ x))= f (\(x, p))
where \ is the Riemannian distance. Obviously, | f |1, f (x)=1, &{ f &B=
?(2$ x). Next, for p # D, we have
2\(x, } )( p)- (d&1) K +0 coth (- K +0 (d&1) \(x, p)),
and hence, with \=\(x, } ),
&2f 
? - K +0 (d&1)
2$ x
sin \ ?\2$ x+ coth (- K +0 (d&1) \)+
?2
4$ 2x
cos \ ?\2$ x+ .
It is easy to see that coth r1+r&1, r>0. Thus
sin \ ?\2$ x+ coth (- K
+
0 (d&1) \)1+
? - d&1
2$ x - K +0
.
Hence
&2f 
? - K +0 (d&1)
2$ x
+
?2d
4$ 2x
.
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Therefore,
c( f )K +Z +
?2(d+3)
4$ 2x
+
?(b+- K +0 (d&1))
2$ x
,
the same is true for c1( f ). Now, by Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 4.1, this
proves (5.2) and (5.3) with $ x instead of $x on the right-hand side.
(2) We want to show that $ x=$x 7 @x may be replaced by $x in (1)
and the estimates do not depend on @x . According to [6], we have
d\(x, Xt)=dbt+L\(x, Xt) dt&dlt ,
where bt is a one-dimensional Brownian motion and lt is an increasing
process with support contained in [t0: Xt # cut(x)], i.e., 1[t : Xt  cut(x)] dlt
=0, as. (Here L\(x, } )=0 at points where \(x, } ) is not differentiable.)
Then, for the choice of f ( p)=cos((?2$x) \(x, p)), we have
df &2(X{(s))#df &2(X$s)dMt+L$f &2(X$s) ds.
This means that all the arguments in the proofs of formula (4.1) and
Theorem 4.1 remain valid for the present f.
(3) When D=M, by [10], one may take f #1 in Corollary 3.1, then
(5.4) and (5.5) follow. K
Corollary 5.2. Let D=B( p, R), x # D. For a bounded positive
L-harmonic function u on D, we have
|{u(x)|
- u(x) &u&D
2 sin(?$x(2R))
C(R),
|{u(x)|
&u&D
2 - 2? sin(?$x(2R))
C(R) inf
r>0
r
1&e&r
22
with $x=\(x, D) and C(R) given by (5.1).
Proof. Choose f (x)=sin(?$x(2R)), then the proof is similar to that of
Corollary 5.1. K
Remarks. (1) Gradient estimates in global form, that is, for positive
harmonic functions defined on complete manifolds, have been proved by
S. T. Yau [14]. Local versions are due to Cheng and Yau [2], and more
generally, for positive solutions of the heat equation, to Li and Yau [8, e.g.,
Theorem 1.2, p. 158]. See also the lectures of R. Schoen [9] for a survey
on the analytic method where a gradient estimate for positive harmonic
functions on geodesic balls is presented.
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(2) As far as we know, for the domain case, there are rarely explicit
estimates as given above. One may also refer to Cranston’s paper [3] and
references therein. For elliptic operators on Rd, there are some explicit
estimates for this case (see [12]). For regular domains, an estimate is
presented in [13] (using coupling):
|{u|2de max[- K +0 (d&1)+2b, $&1x ] &u&D
which does not depend on KZ . But, for small $x , it is not as good as
Corollary 5.1.
(3) Even in the case D=M, the estimate in Corollary 5.1 is new, but
for the case Z=0, there is a slightly better one given in [11] (using
coupling):
|{u|- K +0 (d&1) [- 2?(d&1)+e1&d]&1 &u&K
+
0
2?
&u& .
6. GRADIENT ESTIMATES FOR HEAT SEMIGROUPS
Finally, we consider gradient estimates of (not necessarily conservative)
heat semigroups. Let
(Ptu)(x)=E[u(Xt(x)) 1[t<‘(x)]] (6.1)
where ‘ is the lifetime of the process. By virtue of formula (1.7), we have
for x # D and v # TxM
({Pt u, v) =E _u(Xt(x)) 1[t<‘(x)] |
{D 7 t
0
(Ws(h4 (s)), 0, s dB s)& , (6.2)
where D is any open regular domain such that x # D, h a bounded adapted
process with sample paths in H(R+ , TxM) such that h(0)=0, h(s)=v for
s{D 7 t, and (t 7 {D0 &h4 &2)12 # L1.
In the sequel we assume & f &D1 which implies {(s)s. We take h0 , h1
as above, and set h=(h1 b h0) vt. Then,
({Pt u, v) =
1
t
E _u(Xt) 1[t<‘] |
{(t)
0
(h4 1 b h0)(s)( f &2(Xs) Ws(v), 0, s dB s)& .
(6.3)
From this formula and the same arguments as in the proofs of Theorem 4.1
and Corollary 5.2, we get the following result.
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Theorem 6.1. Let D/M be an open regular domain, f # C2(D ) with
f | D=0, f >0 in D and & f &D1. For any bounded positive measurable
function u : M  R and t>0, we have the following estimate on D where
c1( f ) is given by (4.2):
|{Pt u|
- &u&c1( f ) Pt u
f - 1&e&c1( f ) t
. (6.4)
In particular, for D=B(x, R) and C(R) defined by (5.1), use have
|{Pt u(x)|
C(R) - &u& Pt u(x)
2 - 1&e&C(R)2 t4
. (6.5)
Remarks. (1) For 0<s<t, we may write Ptu=Ps(Pt&su). Taking
this into account, we obtain
|{Pt u|
- &Pt&s u& c1( f ) Pt u
f - 1&e&c1( f ) s
.
(2) One may also consider the minimal semigroup on D:
(PDt u)(x)=E[u(Xt(x)) 1[t<{D]]. (6.6)
In this case, Theorem 6.1 holds for PDt with &u& replaced by &u&D .
We also like to remark that Theorem 6.1 can be used to estimate the
gradient of the heat kernel. For instance, let pt : M_M  R+(t>0) be the
smooth heat kernel associated to (6.1),
(Ptu)(x)=E[u(Xt(x)) 1[t<‘(x)]]=|
M
pt(x, y) u( y) vol(dy).
Then (Psu)(x)= pt(x, y) for u= pt&s( } , y), 0<s<t. Hence, from (6.4) we
get as special case the following result.
Corollary 6.2. On any open regular domain D/M we have
|{ - pt( } , y)|
- &pt&s( } , y)& c1( f )
2 f - 1&e&c1( f ) s
,
for 0<s<t where f is as above with & f &D1.
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